
 

Stroke: Restructuring the brain
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A two-photon micrograph showing layer 5 pyramidal neurons from a cortical
brain slice. Credit: Professor M Hausser/UCL, Wellcome Images.

(Medical Xpress) -- Neuroscientists are exploring the structural changes
in the brain’s white and grey matter that underlie learning. Understanding
the precise cellular nature of those changes may improve diagnosis of
brain damage and therapeutic interventions in stroke.

'The Beano' (like 'The Beezer' before it) hypothesises that our
perceptions and actions are managed by five little men living in five
separate rooms in our skulls. Although modern neuroscience has yet to
locate any Numskulls at the helm, it does support the notion that our
brains are divided into discrete 'compartments', each in charge of a
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different function or set of functions.

Mapping those compartments more precisely - and understanding how
the tissue structure in each region allows us to do specific things - is a
fundamental challenge for neuroscience.

Thanks to advances in imaging techniques, we now know roughly which
bit of the brain looks after what. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) - which measures blood oxygen levels in tissue - has shown
which regions are activated when we make a decision, take a risk,
control our temper or play a game of tennis. But the brushstrokes are
broad and the picture remains impressionistic. We haven't yet found a
safe, non-invasive way to penetrate the deep tissues of the living human
brain - or to reveal its microscopic cellular structures (cytoarchitecture).

"Conventional brain scans or fMRI give fairly gross landmarks," says
Professor Heidi Johansen-Berg at the University of Oxford. "We can see
activity in a certain part of the brain when people are performing a
specific task. But we can't tell where one area ends and another begins
because it all just looks grey."

Neither do we know which differences in tissue composition between
disparate brain regions account for these different functions. What
variations in the type, size, number and patterning of cells and other
micro-structures in a particular brain region allow us to evaluate two
choices as opposed to run for a bus, for example?

Only connect

For the past ten years, Heidi has been working to get a better handle on
the correlation between brain structure and function. In 2001 (having
completed a Wellcome Trust four-year DPhil/MSc in Neuroscience at
the University of Oxford), she won a Wellcome Postdoctoral Training
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Fellowship in Mathematical Biology at the Oxford Centre for Functional
MRI of the Brain. "The methods in brain imaging involve a lot of
mathematics and statistics. So to be able to answer new biological
questions, I wanted to get a better understanding of what you could and
couldn't do with the techniques available to interrogate brain imaging
data," she explains.

She used her Training Fellowship to develop techniques using another
form of MRI - diffusion MRI, which measures the diffusion of water
molecules within the brain. The shape, orientation and size of the tissues
all influence how easily water can diffuse around them, so measuring
that process can provide an image of their structures.

To date, most research into brain structure has focused on the grey
matter, because that is the tissue containing the cell bodies of our
neurons - generally considered to be the all-important information-
processing units in our brains.

Heidi and colleagues, by contrast, applied the new MRI techniques they
had developed to white matter - the long tracts of connecting fibres that
protrude from the neuronal cell bodies and form pathways throughout
the brain, allowing separate regions to communicate.

"Each bit of the brain is doing a different job," she says. "And to do that
job it needs certain types of information or inputs about the world, your
body, your intention. It also needs certain outputs to control your body,
or to control your speech.

"That pattern of inputs and outputs is unique within brain areas
reflecting the unique job that they do. An area with input from vision
and output to your motor system allows you to reach out for a cup of tea,
for example. As you move from area to area, that pattern of inputs and
outputs will change."
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A few research groups had used diffusion MRI to trace some of the
white matter pathways through the brain. Heidi and her team wanted to
go a step further and see whether they could use these changing
structural patterns in the white matter to draw more precise boundaries
between discrete functional regions.

To explore the possibility, they selected an area at the top of the brain -
the medial frontal cortex, sub-regions of which were already known to
regulate disparate cognitive functions, such as planning, decision making
and moderating social behaviour. The team imaged the brains of
volunteers using both fMRI and diffusion MRI and used the results to
divide the medial frontal cortex into discrete regions (volumes), on the
basis of function and white matter patternings respectively.

  
 

  

Illustration of a network of nerve cells in the brain. Credit: Benedict Campbell,
Wellcome Images.

When they compared the two sets of divisions, they found an abrupt
change in white matter connectivity patterns in exactly the same places
fMRI had indicated were likely to be borders between functionally
distinct regions. It was a startling revelation of a strong and direct
relationship between structure and function.
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The findings, published in 2004, provided the first demonstrations of
how MRI could be used to divide up cortical regions based on their
white matter connections, giving researchers a new strategy to study
organisation elsewhere in the brain.

Job share

The best relationships evolve and adapt in response to circumstances,
and over the past decade or so we've seen that this is also the case for our
brain's structure-function partnership. The division of labour by brain
region is by no means set in stone; indeed, it looks as if extensive
'rewiring' is possible even in adult brains, allowing new regions to take
over the job of other regions that have been damaged by stroke or
injury.

Studies by various research groups using fMRI had shown new areas of
brain activity appearing when patients recover limb movement after
strokes, suggesting they were taking over the function of damaged areas.
In 2002, Heidi and colleagues used transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) to temporarily disrupt these new regions, showing that patients
depended on them to make movements. This provided the first actual
proof that these brain regions really had taken on new roles.

Shortly afterwards, it became possible to detect changes in tissue
structure when regions take on new functions - something that can
happen when we learn an entirely new task, as well as to compensate for
injury in another part of the brain.

In 2004, researchers showed that conventional MRI could detect a grey
matter change when people learn to juggle. A couple of years later,
Heidi and colleagues did a similar experiment, using diffusion MRI, to
find out whether learning to juggle is also associated with strengthening
of the white matter pathways. The findings, published in 2009, provided
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the first demonstration that white matter in the adult brain also changes
its structure as a result of experience.

Underlying mechanisms

Heidi has now been awarded a Wellcome Trust Senior Research
Fellowship to try and understand the underlying cellular mechanisms
driving those structural changes. "The MRI studies tell us something has
changed. And they tell us where it's changing. But they don't tell us
what's changing."

Growth in grey matter is unlikely to be due to the creation of new
neurons - something that seems to occur rarely and only in a few specific
brain regions. Other possibilities include growth of existing neurons and
their processes, or an increase in the number or the size of glial cells - a
type of cell that has, until recently, been credited with little importance.

Glial cells used to be thought of merely as support cells; as a scaffold for
the neurons, which are doing the difficult work. But over the past five to
ten years, it has become increasingly clear that they are far more
sophisticated and dynamic than first imagined.

"There are at least as many, and in some brain areas far more, glial cells
than neurons in grey matter," says Heidi. "They can potentially exchange
signals and interact very closely with neurons. They also divide to create
new cells, unlike neurons. That seems to be happening all the time and
there is some evidence that it happens as a result of experience." As yet,
the question of whether glial cell growth or some other cellular events
are driving grey matter change hasn't been answered for sure.

What could be causing the white matter changes she has found? One
possibility might be that learning promotes an increase in the thickness
of the myelin insulating sheaths around the nerve fibres. "We know from
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cell culture experiments that stimulating those fibres electrically
produces an increase in the amount of insulation around them. And, of
course, better insulation would allow signals to pass along the axon more
quickly. It makes sense intuitively - if you train up a pathway, it will
work more efficiently."

There might also be other factors, such as vascular changes, at work.
"Many of these learning regimes involve some degree of physical
activity - and we know that leads to growth of blood vessels and
expansion of blood volume. Anything that changes the composition of
the tissue will change the MRI signal - but we won't know what those
changes are."

Parallel studies

To try to get a clearer picture of precisely what is driving the changes in
both grey and white matter, Heidi plans to do parallel studies in rats and
people.

Both groups will learn an identical new movement specific to one limb
(the hypothesis being that this will induce structural change specific to
that new skill, in the opposite cortex), and the research team will image
both groups during the learning process to pick up structural changes.
Using those imaging markers, they will then zero in on what has
happened at the cellular level (histology) by looking at the rats' brains
under the microscope.

In many important respects, our brains are similar in tissue structure and
function (if not in size) to rat brains. Tissue changes induced by learning
in the rats' brains will, therefore, give a good indication of the same
processes in the human brains.

"The great thing about histology is that we've got different stains for
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different cell types," says Heidi. "So we can measure all these different
constituents very accurately and see which correlate with the site and
size of our imaging change. If the size of growth in glial cell volume
explains the imaging effect, then we can assume that's what's driving the
change in the grey matter. If the myelin sheath around the axons is
thicker, that will explain changes in the white matter. We can use an
electron microscope to magnify the picture even more and see how many
synapses there are."

Ultimately, the aim of biomedical research is to make a difference to
people's health and lives. Knowing more about the structural changes in
the brain that occur during learning will make it possible to deliver more
precise therapies in the clinic. "If we can prove that rehabilitating stroke
patients strengthens brain pathways involved in moving the affected
limb, we could specifically target those pathways to try and strengthen
them further."

With that end in mind, she will be doing another parallel experiment - a
clinical trial to test whether non-invasive brain stimulation can improve
movement in stroke patients. The technique, called transcranial direct
current stimulation, involves placing two rubber electrodes on the
patient's head over the motor area of the brain and passing a small
current between them while the patient does various training exercises.

"We know already that this type of stimulation increases the excitability
of the bit of the brain that you're targeting by changing things like the
balance of neurotransmitters," says Heidi. "So if you train somebody
when they're in that kind of state, the kind of learning that normally
occurs will be enhanced. You've altered the environment of that bit of
the brain so that it's more ripe for plasticity."

She warns, however, that we still need to find out much, much more
before we really understand what's going on. The brain is a mind-
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bogglingly complex organ (pun intended). And the gap between cell
culture experiments and fully fledged people learning to juggle is vast -
one that involves the incredibly finely balanced coordination of a
multitude of cells, proteins, brain compartments and whole-body
physiological systems. In some ways, the notion that it could all be
managed by five little men in five little rooms in our skulls is no more
extraordinary.
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